Rapidly Changing Enterprise Priorities

The future belongs to the fast

Complexity is the enemy of agility

The strategy for managing complexity must change

Most enterprises try to contain risks as a coping mechanism:

- Use a divide and conquer approach
- Create operational, visibility, and security boundaries and silos

Operational agility is not compatible with container operating systems, and you need SIMPLICITY to be agile.

Simplicity in the context of cloud

The Future’s Multi-Cloud

You need High Efficiency

The Future’s Multi-Cloud


Investing In Innovation

How will you leverage the cloud to transform your business?

- Future proof your IT investments
- Embrace the hybrid cloud
- Reduce costs and increase agility

Transforming your Enterprise IT and DevOps with Multi-Cloud

Migrating to Multi-Cloud

There is no shrink-wrap, multi-cloud solution

Migrating using rational selection and rollout events to an hybrid cloud where it makes sense.

With each event, ensure the network is multi-cloud ready - avoid silos that reflect future gaps to establish

The adoption of multi-cloud will be a journey, inclusive of both products and services.

5 Questions to Ask Before Your Next Network Investment

1. Do you really understand the expectations and needs of your business?
2. What are your preferences in cloud vendors?
3. How do you prefer to manage cloud resources?
4. What are your preferences in cloud vendors?
5. How do you prefer to manage cloud resources?

Learn More
Download The Enterprise Buyer’s Guide to Simplifying Your Enterprise Network Architecture to Succeed in the Cloud Era.

Ultimately, multiplo will represent your journey for your organization. It is more than a shrink-wrap product or even a single step. It requires a thoughtful coordination of many decisions on an evolving roadmap. Our CSPI team has facilitated the roadmap now for these

How ready are you for the cloud?

CSPI’s Cloud Readiness Assessment helps you identify your cloud migration to optimize IT operations. Fill out the questionnaire and work with you to identify high impact, reduce your infrastructure, review your core applications, evolve your network, and develop a high level of confidence. Read more at the Cloud Readiness Assessment or call us at 603-943-3200 for more information contact us at 603-540-1919 at VITAL Managed IT Services.
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